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The Change is happening faster than it used to be:

In that context, most companies are growing very fast and they come to a point
where they stop accelerating. They plateau:
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The inflexion point is a critical time for most organizations. Our research has
consisted in identifying why organizations are able to keep on accelerating when they
do so, and why they don’t when they don’t.
In the best organizations, four items are characterizing the ability to keep on
accelerating:
Mobilize, Execute, Transform … with Agility
 Mobilize: inspire aligned action based on a compelling ambition and
purpose and a simple set of strategic priorities
 Execute: fully harness and streamline resources to consistently deliver
excellence in the core business
 Transform: experiment and innovate to create new growth engines and to
reinvent existing businesses ahead of the market
 Agility: spot opportunities and threats, adapt and pivot at a faster pace than
competitors to create competitive advantage. Only agility delivers
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acceleration. The ability to mobilize, execute and transform does not
deliver acceleration without Agility

M x E x T x A = Acceleration
Accelerating organizations succeed far more than others:

Acceleration relies on organizations, teams and leaders. Organizations are the
enablers of acceleration (accelerating organizations deliver 37% more value than
other ones), teams are the “engines” of acceleration (great teams deliver 27% more
performance than others, and top teams are the limiting factor), and the quality of
leadership is the largest driver for acceleration. Best Leaders are 4 times more
efficient than derailing leaders.
What refrains from accelerating?
Mobilize:
 focus internally instead of focusing on customers,
 fatigue instead of energizing leadership
 confusion instead of clarity
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Execute:
 complexity instead of simplicity
 unclear accountability instead of ownership
 skills gaps instead of winning capabilities
Transform:
 fear instead of innovation
 complacency instead of challenges
 competition instead of collaboration
Agility:
 inertia instead of agility

When it comes to leadership acceleration, the model which has been issued by the
research shows these key competencies:
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Regarding Agility, it is remarkable that this becomes a great predictor of individual’s
potential to succeed on a long term.
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Most of these competencies can be assessed and developed through on line selfassessment, or 360° on line assessment, psychometric tools (such as Saville Wave),
competency based interviews, simulations
Now, in addition to the leadership competencies, and because organizational socialmedia literacy has become a source of competitive advantage, leaders also need to
grow their specific skills to navigate in a hyper-connected environment. Social media
encourages horizontal collaboration and unscripted conversations that travel in
random paths across management hierarchies. It thereby short-circuits established
power dynamics and traditional lines of communication. We believe that capitalizing
on the transformational power of social media while mitigating its risks calls for a
new type of leader.
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 The leader as producer: Creating compelling content
 The leader as distributor: Leveraging dissemination dynamics
 The leader as recipient: Managing communication overflow
 The leader as adviser and orchestrator
 The leader as architect: Creating an enabling organizational infrastructure
 The leader as analyst: Staying ahead of the curve
It takes guts to innovate radically in leadership and organization, for legacy systems,
cultures, and attitudes are powerful forces of inertia. Fortunately, the inherent quality
of social media is a powerful transformational force.
Social-media engagement confronts leaders with the shortcomings of traditional
organizational designs. Leaders who address these shortcomings will learn how to
develop the enabling infrastructure that fosters the truly strategic use of social
technologies. When organizations, teams and leaders embrace the call to social-media
literacy, they initiate a positive loop allowing them to capitalize on the opportunities
and disruptions that come with the new connectivity of a networked society. And
they are rewarded with a new type of competitive advantage.
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